
Another innovation of nonprofit Motionpoems, Inc.



PROOF OF
CONCEPT

In 2017, we proved feasibility and audience appetite for the world's 
first mass transit VR experience. "Chaos on the Green Line” was an app-

based animated spectacle, GPS-cued to the movements of a light rail 
train in St. Paul. On a single night, 600+ users were transported above 

cloud level and amongst herds of bison in a virtual exploration of 
climate chaos. It was a surprise hit of The Northern Spark Arts Festival.

Original execution ideas submitted by the production company remain 
its property. Pixel Farm Inc. and Motion Poems claim copyright 2018 

in its original work included in this treatment.



THE REBOOT

We're rebooting—bigger and better—in 2020, 
thanks to $250,000 in grants from

the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, 
the National Endowment for the Arts, and others.



THE EXPERIENCE

Climb aboard MōMōVA: The Moving Museum of Virtual Art—
a free, app-based augmented-reality museum of bigger-than 
museum art. The train is your guide as you dive headfirst into 
a one-of-a-kind experience filled with architecture, digital art, 

and large-scale public art by artists from all over the world.



AUGMENTED REALITY 

The MōMōVA app transforms any mass 
transit vehicle into an interactive space 

that’s virtually limitless. Through the 
lenses of their own smart phones, riders 

will view original artworks while 
physically moving through the real world, 

enhancing their ride and connecting 
them with fellow riders.

ART GALLERY

“Instead of inviting people to the 
art, MōMōVA brings the art to the 
people. I’m excited to think about 
how we might work together to tell 
people in the district about it.”

Hennepin Theatre Trust’s (HTT) 
Public Art Director Meena 
Mangalvedhekar:



Each segment of a ride represents a new “gallery” 
in which a new exhibition is displayed. The artist 
can choose to play with real time, space, 
weather, sound, surroundings, or user input. The 
content can be tethered to the viewer's mobile 
device or it can be placed within the real world 
environment using GPS coordinates. 

TIME & SPACE

AVERAGE REACH 

1.2M riders / month / market



There are two fundamental approaches to AR
that can be utilized in this mobile museum.

1. Your mobile device overlays an augmented world on 
the real world as you move through it. The art moves 
PAST you like the scenery.

2. The art stays with you.

AR TECH



Exhibits can even be located off-train, in the real world. 
“Pop-up” galleries in public areas can entice riders
to disembark and wander through digital art experiences
only viewable through their smartphones.

Exhibits like this can be scheduled throughout the year, 
coordinated with other attractions and events, or made 
“discoverable,” treasure-hunt style. Possibilities abound.

HOT SPOTS

ACTIVATIONS

Giveaways, coupons, 
releases, sampling, tickets



We’ll pair artists with developers to create this unique viewing 
experience. No matter their medium, artists can be encouraged to

innovate, taking full advantage of this technology. Some artists 
will embrace this tech—let’s let them exploit it. Others may not—

let’s help them explore.

ARTIST + TECHNOLOGY

ARTISTS GET

$15k commission
+ $15k digital spend 



We’ll partner with innovative institutions to
curate this experience, challenging them to bring
world-class art to traditionally underserved
audiences, keeping community ethnographics
in mind. A rotating schedule of “volumes” or
“seasons” would allow fresh content to fill the
space, attracting new and previous audiences.

EVOLVING SHOWCASE

THEMES

Tech, Agriculture, Sustainability, 
Wellness, Identity



While site-specific by design, this project can be adapted to any mass 

transit lin
e on earth, connecting differently with every audience as desired. 

We anticipate an eventual audience in the tens of millions. Artists from all 

over the world will want to develop and create powerful experiences that 

riders can share. It w
ill in

spire entirely new ways of art making, connecting 

with riders no matter their location.

SCALE
SLATED

NY, San Francisco, Boston, Seattle, 
Chicago, DC, Philadelphia, Atlanta

TOTAL RIDERSHIP

144M /year 



The story will tell itself when viewers share their 
experiences in real time. Built-in social media 
portals will inspire engagement beyond ridership 
and serve to market the experience to others.

PR/SHARE-ABILITY



ALL ABOARD

This project is slated for debut in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, then roll-out to key markets in 2020-21. 

We invite you to help us premiere this ambitious
new virtual platform for cultural transformation.

Contact us at info@motionpoems.org.

FOR A DEMO

Call U.S. +1 651-644-1566


